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ABSTRACT. Analysis of glaciological data indicates that grounding of the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf a nd its 
conversion into a n ice rise was primarily the result of local thicken ing of a floating ice shelf a nd the avail
ability of a very gently sloping sea floor on which the ice shelf came to rest. Application of heat conduction 
theory to a series of thermal profiles through the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf, a nd the '''la rd Hunt, Camp Creek 
and Cape Discovery ice rises shows that present heat flow in this area of northern Ell esmere Isla nd is more 
than twice norma l, and tha t the outer and intermediate parts of the ' <\lard Hunt ice rise grounded 250- 350 

years ago, during a cycle of climatic deterioration. Development and localizat ion of ice rises a long 
northern Ellesmere Island a re strongl y influenced by topogra phy, and all ice ri ses we ha ve studied seem 
LO have fonned within the past 1 600 yea rs, possibly with m ajor growth in the interva l from 1 000 10 

150 years ago. 

R ESUME. L a croissa/lce et la prise d'applIi {Ill sol des domes insulaires de glace d'Ellesmere Island. L'a na lyse de 
donnees glaciologiques indique que la prise d 'appui au sol d e la Wa rd Hunt Ice Shelf et sa conve rsion en 
un d ome insula ire d e glace e taient d 'abord le resultat de l' epaississement local d 'une plateforme de glace 
flotta nte et de la presence d'un fond marin a tres fa ible pente sur leq uel la plateforme de g lace vient a 
reposer. L 'applica tion de la theorie de la conduction de la cha leur a une seri e de profi ls thermiques a 
travers la "Vard Hunt Ice Shelf et les domes insulaires de glace de Ward Hunt, Camp Creek et Cape 
Discovery montrent que le flux thermique constate d a ns ce lle region du Nord d 'Ellesmere Island es t plus 
du double de la normale et que les panies ex ternes et moyennes du dome insula ire de VVard Hunt ont 
a tteint le so l il y a 250 a 350 ans, penda nt un cycle d e deterioration climatique. Le d eveloppement et la 
localisation des dome insulaires de glace le long cI'E ll esmere Island sont fortement influences pa r la topo
graphie et tous les domes insula ires cle glace q ue nous avons e tudies sem ble!l t s'etre formes a u cours des 
1 600 dernieres annees avec peut-et re une croi ssa nce maximum dans la periode entre 1 0:)0 et 150 ans 
avant nos j ours. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. D as W achstum 1I11d des A,UsitzeIl der Eiskuppelll {Ilif Ellesmere Island. Die Ana lyse 
glaziologischer Da ten lasst vermuten, dass das Aufsitzen des \<\Iard Hunt I ce Shelf und seine Umwandlung 
zu einer Eiskuppel primar das Ergebnis der loka len Verdickung eines fliessenden E isshclfs und des Vor
ha ndenseins eines sehr fl ach abfallenden M eeresgrundes, a uf d em d as Eisshelfs zum Stillstand kam, war. 
Die Anwendung der VVarmefluss theori e auf eine R eihe von Temperaturprofi len durch das W a rd Hunt 
Ice Shelf sowie durch cli e Eiskuppel von "Vard Hunt, Camp Creek unci Cape Discovery zeigt, dass der 
gegenwartige Wa rmefluss in diesem Gebiet cl es norclwes tIi chen Ellesmere Isla nd mehr als doppelt so sta rk 
ist wie norma l und dass die a usseren unci mittleren Teile der ' <\la rd Hunt Eiskuppel vor 250- 350 J a hren 
wah rend einer Periode der Klima verschlechterung a uf Grund gerieten. Die Eiskuppel entlang dem norcl
westli chen Ellesmere Island sind in ihrer Entstehung und Lage stark durch die Topographic beeinflusst; 
a ll e untersuchtcn Eiskuppel scheinen sich in d en letzten 1 600 J ahren gebildet zu haben, moglicherweise 
mit einer H auptwachstumsperiode in d er Zeit zwischen 1 000 und 150 J a hren vor der Gegenwart. 

I NTROD UCTlO 1 

The Ward Hunt I ce Shelf of northern Ellesmere Island (Fig. I) is a 500 km 2 sheet of 
Roating ice, 43 m in average thickness . Its unique topograph y is marked by a success ion of 
east- west ridges and troughs, 230 a nd 55 m respectively in average width, and several kilo
meters in average length. DUl-ing the m elt season the troughs become m elt-water lakes, 
with water depths Ructuating between 3 and 1.5 m. Massive ca lving in 1962 has resulted 
in the loss of approximately half the original ice-shelf area (Hattersley-Smith, 1963) . Radio 
echo sounding (Evans and others, 1969) suggests that thi cknesses of the ice shelf may vary 
between 20 and 85 m, which is a more ex treme Ructuation than that detected by seismic 
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methods (20- 56 m ; Cral'y, 1958; Crowley, 1961 ), 01' by levelling profil es (Lister, 1962 ) 
combined with density detel'minations (Rag le and others, 1964), wh ich yield calculated 
thi cknesses of 26- 48 m. 

The Cam p Creek (elevation 48 m ), Ward Hunt (elevation 30 m ) and Cape Discovery 
(elevation 160 m ) ice rises (cr. Fig. I) are irregula rl y ellipsoida l in ground plan and plano
convex in cros -section, and have maximum ice thicknesses of 46, 100 and 125 m, res pec
tive ly. The latter two va lues, based on rad io echo sounding (Evans a nd others, 1969), may 
be somewhat high a nd need to be confirmed by other methods. Comparison of eleva tion 
and ice-thickness values shows that the Cape Discovery a nd Camp C reek ice rises li e largely 
above mean sea-level, but the Ward Hunt ice ri se ex tends to depths of poss ibly as much as 
70 m below mean sea-level ; a 38 m depth has been confirmed by drilling. 

R esults of surface mapping (L yons a nd L eavitt, 1961 ) and of core drilling (R agle a nd 
others. 1964) show that th e outer part of the "Vard Hunt I ce Shelf consists of a 15- 18 m 
thick p latform of sea ice conformabl y overlain by appl'Oximate ly 25 m of iced fim a nd 
interstl'a tified la ke ice. From the latitude of ' Nard Hunt Island southward , an o lder " base
ment" (Marshall, 1960) of interdigitat ing sea and brackish ice (L yo ns and othel's, 197 1) 
li es with angula r unconformity beneath the interstratified iced fim and lake ice. A thi ck 
capping of ablation-produced dust marks the surface of unconformity. ConAicting radio
carbon dates on the dust (C rary, 1960, p . 45) suggest a n age of I 600 ( ?) years. 

The Camp C I'eek and Cape Discovery ice rises have been drill ed to depths of 25 m 
and the cores how only iced firn to these depths. V ertical cyclic val' iations in avemge grain 
diameter and in bubble concentration with in the iced fil'n range fl'om 2 to 8 cm in spacing, 
and are interpreted as stratigraphic indicators of the a nnua l rate of accumulation of the 
firn (er a lso Marsha Jl , 1960, p. 45- 46) . Camp Creek has cut into its ice r ise, expos ing iced 
firn almost to its base, where three h eavy dust layers appear, beneath wh ich are 2 m of 
bluish basement ( ?) ice . If the Camp Creek dust layers a re the equi va len t of the I 600 ( ?) 
year old ice-shelf dust layer, the long-term avel'age ann ua l firn accumulation rate for the 
Camp Creek ice rise wou ld be approx ima tely 3 X 10- 2 m year- I Elsewhere (L yons a nd 
Ragle. 1962 ), we h ave presented stratig raphic and thermal evidence that the iced firn a nd 
interstratified lake ice of th e 'Ward Hu nt I ce Shelf built up at an average rate of 2.5 X 10- 2 

m year-I 
The t\\'o sou thernmost holes drilled into th e "Vard Hunt ice rise (F ig. I) show only iced 

fil'l1 to depths of 25 m , but in the northernmost hol e 33 m of in terlensed iced firn and lake 
ice overlie 19 m of sea ice. That hole bottom ed in ti ll a t 52.3 m . The a bsence of a dust 
ab la ti on layer in this core, as well as in co res from the r idge a nd trough holes 1.6 km to 
the north (cr. F ig. I) implies that a ll ice in the three cores is yo unger than [ 600 ( ?) years. 

THERMAL DATA 

Figure 2 presents depth- temperature data accumulated by R ag le, Bla il' and L yons in 
1960, a nd by Tamburi and Lyons in 1969. ' Ne have a lso included two points recorded by 
Crary (1958) on one of the ridges of the ' I\Tard Hunt I ce Shelf for which his field notes 
indicated cons tant thermocoupl e readings during a period of more than 2 months. 

The 1960 data were taken partly with thermistors calibrated to an accuracy of ± o. 10 C. 
An equipm en t break-down necessitated a switch to lagged thermometers for the 52 m ice 
rise hole, with a consequent decrease in acc uracy to ± 0.25° C. A ll read ings were taken in 
a ir, after the therm istor or thermom eter had been lowered to a pred etermined posi tion in 
the hole a nd had been kept there for periods ranging from 2 to 12 h. 

Manual core drilling to depths of 25 m was undertaken in 1969, but for som e holes we 
also used a modified Philberth thermal probe (AamoL 1968) to which a thermistor string 
had been attached. Ethylene g lycol was used to prevent freez ing so that part of th e thermistor 
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Fig. 2. Thermal profiles through the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf and adjacent ice rises. 

cable was immel"sed in an antifreeze-rich slush . Readings on the calibrated thermistor 
were taken on ly after a lapse of 3 days in the slushy holes, and were repeated in some cases 
a t intervals of up to 3 weeks. The maximum observed drift was - 0.3° c. 

Because the surface elevation at the drilling sites ranged from 0 .5 to 160 m above sea
leve l, we have corrected all readings to sea-level using a lapse rate of 0.65

0 
C/ IOO m . With 

this correction it is significant that, with the exception of the trough and re-entrant curves, 
the temperature observations below 10 m fall a long least-squares fitted straight lines which 
extrapolate back to - 18. I 0 C. ' Ne take th is to be the mean annua l sea-level surface 
temperature at thi s latitude of E ll esmere I sla nd . 

THERMAL PERTURBATIONS 

D eviations of thermal profi les from linearity above the 10 m depth are so well under
stood that we can profitably neglect this region of Figure 2. Similarly, the extrapolation 
of the trough profil e to a surface temperature approximately 3° C higher than the ridge 
or ice-rise profil es is explicable in terms of the latent h eat of freezing which m ust be lost 
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from melt-water lakes after the fall freeze-up commences. This heat loss is retarded by the 
insulating effect of snow which mantles the lake ice shortly after the initial ice skin has 
formed. 

An important question is the effect of the melt-water lakes on the thermal profil e through 
a ridge. To answer this, we may adopt a model of the lakes as thin slab-like heat sources 
of semi-infinite length in one dimension , with an average half-width of '27 .5 m. To simplify, 
the ± 3 m vertical difference in elevation between the drilling sites on the ridge and the 
trough is disregarded. The ridge drill site is approximately 14'2 m from the center of the 
lakes on either side. The following S.I . unit physical constants have been used (cf. Crary, 
Ig60, p. 33 ) : density (8) = o.go Mg m - 3, specifi c hea t (c) = '2.05'2 kJ kg- I deg- I, 
diffusivity (Ct ) = J.I X 10- 6 m 2 S- I, thermal conductivi ty (K ) = 8cCt = '2.03 X 10- 2 W m - I 
deg- I. 

The stratigraphy of the Ward Hunt I ce Shelf and of T-3 (Crary, 1958 ; Smith, 1960) 
shows that the posi tion of melt-water lakes has shifted with time during the build-up of the 
ice shelf. For the purpose of calculation , we consider the lakes as strips 3 deg warmer than 
the mean annual temperature of the ice-shelf surface, and compute the transient a nd equili
brium effects of these heat sources at varying distances from the centers of the strips. 
Lachenbruch ( I957[b] ) has formulated solutions to this problem in dealing with the effects 
of heated buildings on permafrost. Using his m ethods, one may calculate that the Equili
brium thermal disturbance at distances greater than 100 m from the center of a lake is 
approximately o. I d eg or less. In short, the lakes will have no measurable thermal effect 
upon a ridge thermal profile within the limits of precision of our temperature readings. 

Another question concerns the effect of a change in m ean annual air temperature, or 
in the sub-ice-shelf temperature. The latter is relevant, because ice stratigraphy (Lyons 
and others, 1971 ) shows an alternation of sea ice and brackish ice within parts of the lower 
Ward Hunt Ice Shelf, implying a temperature fluctuation of 1.8 deg. This type of problem 
has been solved by Lachenbruch (1957 [ a] ) in terms of the advance of the ocean over 
permafrost, and by W exler (1960) in terms of the time necessary to thermally equilibrate a 
glacial tongue which becom es a floating ice sheet. If the temperature change at the surface 
or sub-surface of the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf were '2 deg, all points within the ice would equili
brate to within ± 0.'2 d eg of their equilibrium values within a '25- 50 year period . W e interpret 
Figure '2 , therefore, as showing that at the sites drilled there has been no significant tempera
ture change at the surface m sub-surface of the "Vard Hunt I ce Shelf within the past few 
decades. 

Sinking and bottom melting, or rising and bottom acc retion to the ice she lf (assuming a 
constant thickness ), should cause a d eflection of the thermal curves from linearity to a 
concave-upward profil e in the former case and to a convex-upward profil e in the latter. 
Solutions to this problem have also been presented by W exler (1960) . His eq uations, 
applied to the vVard Hunt I ce Shelf, show that the maximum ofEet from linearity would 
be ± 0.6° C (at a depth of '2'2 m ) for a rate of sinking or rising of 0.'25 m year- I, or ± 0.'25°C 
for a rate of 0.10 m year- I. Our thermal measurements and profiles (Fig. '2 ) thus suggest 
a long-term sinking or rising rate of less than 10 X 10- 2 m year- J , which is consistent with 
our long-term estimate of a surface accretion rate of '2 to 3 X 10- 2 m year- I. 

Latent heat of crystallization effects of entrapped brines have not been considered 
because of the low salinities in all ice from the ice shelf and rises (Ragle and others , 1964 ; 
Lyons a nd other, 1971 ) . Low rates of firn accumulation also m ean that temperature per
turbations because of this factor (Benfield , 1951 ) may also be disregard ed. vVe believe, 
therefore, that all major factors which are likely to cause deflection of the thermal profile 
from linearity have now been taken into account, and that their straight-line configurations 
(Fig. '2 ) are consistent with predictions from heat-conduction theory, and with glaciological 
o bserva ti 0 ns. 
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If the Earth's normal sea-level heat flow is taken as 5.024 X 10- 2 J m - I S- I, and the 
Ward Hunt I ce Shelf has an average conductivity of 2.217 X 10- 2 W m - I deg- I, from the 
relation that heat flow equals thermal grad ien t times thermal conductivity, the " normal" 
geothermal gradient through the ice should be approximately 23 deg km- I. The best-fit 
straigh t line for the combined Cape Discovery, Camp Creek and innermost vVard Hunt ice 
r ise holes, however, lies a long a thermal gradient of 63.5 deg km- I, implying heat flow from 
the Earth of 14.235 X 10- 2 J m - I S- I. Lachenbruch (1957[a] , p . 1524- 29) has discussed a 
similarly high heat-flow value from R esolute Bay, N.W .T., and has demonstrated that the 
effect there is due to the fact that the ocean formerly covered the area, providing heat which 
entered the Earth and is now being released along with radiogenically produced heat. At 
R esolute Bay, a geologically reasonable assumed retreat of the ocean 7 500 years ago 
explains the geothermal anomaly. Along northern Ellesmere Island, it is certain that the 
la nd immediately beneath the three ice r ises now under discussion was covered by the 
ocean at least in the interval from 7 200 to 3000 years ago, and possibly longer (Crary, 
1960, p. 43), but that the ocean is retreating because of isos tatic rebound (Hattersley-Smith, 
1969) or grounding of the ice rises. We believe that the thermal profil es from the ice rises 
represent approximate long-term thermal equilibrium, as measured in terms of a few 
thousands of years, and that these abnormally high thermal gradients , like those at R esolu te 
Bay, are a necessary consequence of oceanic advance and retreat in post-Pleistocene time. 

GROUNDING OF THE ICE SHELF 

It is seen (Fig. 2) that the gradients in the grounded outermost and middle vVard Hunt 
ice rise holes are intermediate between those measured in freely floating ice (ridge thermal 
profil e) and those which would be associated with the present abnormally high geothermal 
gradient. This sugges ts that thermal profiles in the grounded ice represent a transient 
thermal state, an analysis of which may lead to an age of the grounding. The ass umption 
is made for reasons which have a lready been elaborated upon , that the thermal profiles 
are linear , and that ice has essentially the same diffusivity as the earth materials it con tacts 
upon grounding. 

T.mp.~ 

IC E SHELF 

SO LID E A RT H 

Depth x 

Fig. 3. Model showing the effect of grounding of an ice she?!, which causes the ice-shelf thermal profile (curve I ) 10 migrale 
towards Ihe equilibrium geothermal profile (curve Ill). 
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Under these conditions, the ridge and ice-rise thermal profiles of Figure 2 may be taken 

to represent a specia l case of h ea t conduction through a semi-infinite solid with constant 
surface temperature (B3 ) and a lso an initial temperature of j (x) at some specified depth. 
We select this depth (a) as the bottom of the ice shelf at the instant of grounding. 

At the time (I = 0) that the ice shelf contacts the ocean bottom , thermal conditions at 
its base will change, and the grounded ice will tend to establish equilibrium with present 
earth temperatures . These conditions may be visualized with the a id of Figure 3, in which 
curve I represents the thermal profile of the ice shelf at t = 0, curve Il the presen t geothermal 
gradient below the ice at the instant of grounding, and curve III the present geothermal 
gradient through the ice in equilibrium with a surface at 83 = - 18. l a c. Curves between 
curves I- II and curve III are time-dependent; the effects of conduction subsequent to ground
ing will cause curves I- II to pass through the equilibrium configuration, curve Ill , which is 
parallel to curve II . 

The departure of the famil y of curves illustrated from the equilibrium curve IH will be 
called B'. It is obtained from the foll owing equation for one-directional heat conduction 
(Carslaw and J aeger , 1959, p . 24) : 

Sx2 rxSI 

where rx = thermal diffusivity, and boundary conditions are 

B' (o, t ) = 0; x = 0 , t > 0 , 

X -7 CO , 

x 
8' (x,0)= ~ ( 82 - 8J ; o ~ x ~ a,l = o, 

8' (x,0 ) = 82 - 83 ; a < x, I = o. 

Boundary condition (2) states that there is no temperature d ifference and no temperature 
change at the surface of an ice rise and an ice shelf at all times subsequent to ice-shelf g round
ing. Condition (3) sp ecifies that below a fl oating ice shelf which has grounded and in an 
ice rise at thermal equilibrium there are two parallel geothermal profiles (curves II and Ill ) ; 
the difference (82-83 ) is a measure of the maximum temperature shift which the base of 
the ice shelf undergoes subsequent to grounding. Condition (4), the eq uation for curve I 
(the ridge thermal profile) specifies conditions within the ice shelf at the instant of ground
ing, and (5) states that, as grounding occurs, a t a ll depths below th e bottom of the ice shelf, 
as in condition (3), there are two parallel geothermal profiles whose difference is (B2 - B3) . 
Implicit in conditions (3) and (5) is the assumption that the thermal diffusivity of ice and 
of the solid earth are essentially equal, so that there is no defl ection of the thermal profile 
of an ice rise as it passes downward from the ice into the ground. 8' is a variable with limits 
between 0 a nd (82 -B3 ) , and is d ependen t upon x, a and I. 

The general solution for this special case of the semi-infinite solid with constant surface 
temperature and initial bottom temperaturej (x) is (Cars law and Jaeger, 1959, p. 59) : 

Of) 

I J { -(X_ X' )2 -(X+ X' )2} 
8' (x, I) = - (--) ' j (x' ) exp -exp Sx'. 

2 7Trx l ' 4rxl 4rxt 
(6) 

o 

Equation (6) may be integrated into the following form: 

[
X{ x+ a x - a} {x+ a x - a }] 8' (x, t ) = -H82 - 83 ) - erf-(- )- . -erf - (- )- . + erf - (- )- . + erf - (- )- . 
a 2 rxl' 2 rxl ' 2 rxl ' 2 rxl ' 

~ (rxl ) J{ - (x + a)2 - (x - a)2} 
+( 82-83) • -- exp - exp . 

7T' a 4rxl 4rxl 
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At the interface between ice and ground (x = a) this simplifies to 

8'(a, t ) = (82 - 83) {erf-( a) , +~ (at )~ ( exp - a
2

_ 1 )} . 
at ' 1T' a at 

(8) 

A maj or uncertainty connected with the calculations concerns the depth x = a. The 
outermost \Nard Hunt ice rise hole has a depth of 52 m, but the average ice-shelf thi ckness 
is 43 m . Consequen tly, in Table I , several values of a have been tried. The temperature 
at the base of the ice at the instant of grounding is also ass umed to be - 1.8° C (sea-water 
temperature), although it is entirely possible that for some parts of the ice shelf a temperature 
of 0° C is more appropria te because brackish ice is crystallizing there (L yons and others, 
1971 ) . Computations have been made using Equation (8) and data from Figure 2. 

TABLE I . CALCULAT ED TIME S O F G R OUN D I N G O F T H E \-VA R D H U:-IT I CE SH E LF 

A . Outer, northnlllllost ice rise B . Intermediate ice rise 
thermal pr~file thermal profile 

Bottom Bot/olll 
Thickness temperature Age Thickness temperature Age 

111 °c yea rs 111 °C yea rs 
40 - 1.8 308 40 - 1.8 406 
40 0 392 40 0 498 
45 - 1.8 308 45 - 1.8 376 
45 0 404 45 0 498 
50 - 1.8 275 50 - 1.8 337 
50 0 362 50 0 439 
55 - 1.8 247 55 - 1.8 313 
55 0 331 55 0 422 

Because brackish ice is not found in the outer ice sh elf a nd ice rise cores, we regal-d a 
bottom temperature of - I .80° C as more proba ble. \Ne also believe, for reasons to be 
discussed , that thi ckening of the ice, rather than isostati c rebound, is the m a in cause fo r 
g rounding of the Ward Hunt ice rise . Consequently, we prefer the 55 m thick models and 
ages of 247- 275 and 3 13- 337 years for times of grounding at the outermost (northernmost) 
a nd intermediate drilling sites of the Ward Hunt ice rise (cf. Fig. I). 

An a lternative but difficult-to-defend approach to the thermal data would be to assume 
that the present geothermal gradient does not reflect a disturbance owing to r etreat of the 
Arctic O cean and tha t all thermal profiles should be considered in reference to the " normal" 
profi le of 23° C km- I. It would also be necessary to ass ume that all three ice rises had been 
grounded , in their presently thickes t parts, at approximately the same time. For a 55 km 
thi ck ice shelf, times of grounding of the Ward Hunt ice rise would be J 436, 192 and J 63 
years for the southernmos t (inner ), middle and northernmost (outer) drilling sites, respec
tively. Although these ages are not totall y unreasona ble, we regard them as unlikely in 
the ligh t of the stratigraphic- structural and thermal considerations we have already 
described. 

DISCUSSION 

The thermal conductivity approach to the unraveling of la te-glacial events is independen t 
of ice stratigraphy or radiocarbon dating, and yet provides a consistent cross-check with the 
results of these methods. Our original aim , in the 1969 drilling, was to determine depth (and 
elevation) of the top of the sea ice in a series of north- south holes in the Ward Hunt ice rise, 
and to combine this informa tion with thermal conductivity calculations of the tim es of 
grounding in order to m easure the rate of isostatic rebound a long northern Ellesmere Island . 
Unfortunately, diffi culties with both the thermal and m echanical drills prevented the full 
realiza tion of this objective. 
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The best quantitative data on the rate of isostatic rebound of Ellesmel"e Island are those 
of Hattersley-Smith and Long (1967) which show that in the last 250- 350 years isostatic 
uplift should have amounted to no more than 1.5 m. Grounding of the \Vard Hunt l ee 
Shelf, and its partial conversion into the Ward Hunt ice rise is, therefore, primarily due to 
two factors: 

I . A gradual thickening of the ice in a southward direction toward Wal"d Hunt Island, 
refl ecting an increasing rate of firn accumulation in that area; this factor alone would 
cause the outer part of the Ward Hunt ice rise, were it freely floating, to project 8 m 
below the average depth of the bottom of the ice shelf. 

2. The availability of a gently sloping sea Aoor north of Ward Hunt Island, which has 
been contoured (from gravity observations ) by F . A. Crowley of Air Force Cambridge 
Research Laboratories. Crowley's map (unpublished) shows a fiord extending to 
depths of 860 m below sea-level between Ward Hunt and Ellesm ere Islands. 

The localization of the Camp Creek, Cape Discovery a nd \Vard Hunt ice rises is 
apparently topographically controll ed (cf. Fig. I) ; all three may be thought of as massive 
snowdrifts which have developed where coastline defl ections and topographic highs presented 
obstructions to the west-north-westerly storm tracks across northern Ellesmere Island, and 
where suitable areas existed for build-up of firn. 

If, as is proposed, snowdrift accumulation is the main cause of the growth of the ElIesm ere 
Island ice rises, it is noteworthy that there is no topographic build-up on the lee (easterly) 
and southerl y sides of \Vard Hunt Island, as we might expect in the case of a snowdrift 
d eveloping about a large obstruction (i. e . Ward Hunt Island) . This is because, as fim 
accumulates on these areas of the ice shelf, and as the ice shelf is depressed, it has no plat
form on wh ich it can come to rest. Instead , an equilibrium ice-shelf th ickness is maintained 
because of ablation on the underside of the ice shelf by fresh or brackish melt water originat
ing large ly from ElIesmere Island . The synclinal structure shown by the h eavy dust layer 
of the ice shelf between ElIesm ere and vVard Hunt Islands is explicable on this basis. Else
where (Lyons and Ragle, 1962, p. 94), we have shown that a heat influx of 3 300- 4200 
J m - I year- I at the underside of the ice shelf is sufficient to maintain eq uilibrium thi ckness 
of 43 m if firn is accumulating at the surface at the rate of 2 to 3 X 10- 2 m year- I. 

\Ve have no way of establishing a chronology for the initia l time of formation of the 
ElIesmere Island ice rises except to note that it must be later than the initial time of forma
tion of the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf 3 000 years ago (Crary, 1960). D ansgaard and o thers' 
( 1969) detec tion of climatic amelioration in Greenland 2000- 1600 years ago tends to 
support Crary's (1960) estimate of 1 600 years as the termination date of the ablation cycle 
now represented by the h eavy dust later of the Ward Hunt I ce Shelf. It is curious, however , 
that the ice-shelf stratigraphy as we now understand it does not record the climatic optimum 
bracketed by D ansgaard and others (1969) between 1 450 a nd 810 years ago. Accepting 
the 1 600 year date for the dust m eans, as we have pointed out at Camp Creek, that most 
of the build-up of these ice rises must be yo unger than 1 600 years. Dansgaard 's resu lts 
further suggest that major ice-shelf growth probably occurred between 1000 and 150 years ago. 

The calculated age of 250- 350 years for the grounding of part of the Ward Hunt ice 
r ise is consistent with a climatic deterioration in Greenland (Dansgaard and others, 1969, 
fig. 2) at that time (the so-call ed " Little Ice Age" of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuri es), 
and the net negati ve mass ba lance of the ice shelf during th e past century (Crary, 1960 ; 
Hatters ley-Smith and Serson, 1970) is also predicted by the Green land data. 
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